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Documentary

Wales On TV Barn Media ITV Wales
60 min Documentary
Archive show looking at the story of Wales through the decades.
Director: Davina Payne

Night Train to Kazan MaxVMax GmbH
22 min Documentary
Award-winning documentary telling the remarkable story of Rustem Hayroudinoff and his family.
Director: Max Robinson

Baby Wears Prada Mentorn Media ITVBe
60 min Documentary
Series looking at the various extraordinary means of spoiling your child rotten. From the shops that stock designer
products to the parents who buy them this series explores the lives of these deep-pocketed families.
Director: Cat Gradwell

Royal Marines Commando School TwoFour Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Behind the scenes of one of the most arduous military training programmes in the world.
Director: Alex Kohler

Railroad Alaska Windfall Films Discovery
6 x 60 min Documentary
Following an elite crew of workers - brakemen, engineers and drivers - as they battle ferocious weather and
treacherous terrain to keep the State of Alaska’s critical, 650-mile long, railroad rolling through the extreme winter.
Director: Gwyn Williams

15 Kids and Counting Lion TV Channel 4
60 mi Documentary
Series exploring the lives of some of the UK's biggest families, this series looking at a family with 15 children.
Director: Marcus Sulley

Gatwick Silver River Sky
60 min Observational Documentary
Series following the fortunes of Gatwick's employees after the airport was sold to an American company.
Director: Ian Carre.
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Emergency With Angela Griffin Outline Sky 1
60 min Observational Documentary
West Midlands Ambulance Service on the frontline in Emergency With Angela Griffin.

Junior Doctors: Your Life in Their Hands BBC BBC
60 min Observational Documentary
Series revealing what life is like for newly qualified doctors – both at work and in their personal lives. The cameras
follow the doctors as they leave the textbooks behind and are exposed to their first hospital cases.
Director: Alex Raw

Inside Out West BBC Bristol BBC
29 min Current Affairs
A closer look at stories from around the West
Director: Roger Farrent

Dr. Who Moments/The Companion BBC Wales BBC3
60 min Documentary
A look at what it takes to be the Doctor’s companion.
Director: Mark Procter

Dispatches: Mum, Dad, Alzheimer’s & Me Hard Cash Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Fiona Phillips investigates the struggle of Alzheimer’s sufferers and their families to get adequate care and support.
As she faces her own dilemmas about the care of her father, she talks to families around the country about the
difficulties they have faced in obtaining help, from both the NHS and the local authority.
Director: Molly Mathieson

Britain’s Worst Learners Renegade Virgin 1
60 min Observational Documentary
Presented by Tim Shaw,friends, flatmates, family members and couples are strapped into cars together, as novices
are taught how to drive by their partners, desperate for them to share the driving duties.
Director: Will Sergeant

Rory & Paddy’s Great British Adventure IWC Media Five
60 min Comedy Documentary, Additional Editor
Comedians Rory McGrath and Paddy McGuinness take a sporting road trip around Britain in a new series for Five.
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The Prisoner: Donal MacIntyre Divers Virgin 1
60 min Documentary
Investigative journalist Donal MacIntyre will be well poised to explore Louisiana State Penitentiary and the lives of
the 70% of inmates serving life sentences for rape, murder and armed robbery. Whilst having put people behind
bars through his investigative work, and believing that murderers should get life, Donal also wants to see what it is
really like for them.

Great British Sundays BBC4
60 min Documentary
Comedian Sean Lock looks at what Sundays always meant to him; from hangovers to Jack Hargreaves, from Sunday
school and stately homes to utter boredom.

Oil, Sweat & Rigs Mentorn Discovery
60 min Documentary
Oil, Sweat and Rigs weaves fantastic technology and science with the human drama of rough and tough people
working at the very limits of human endurance, in difficult and sometimes terrifying conditions.

Factual and Factual Entertainment

Sun Sea and Brides To Be Nimble Dragon Channel 4
Factual Entertainment
Series showing the challenges faced by British wedding planners working in Cyprus, where each year around 4,000
British couples tie the knot, helping UK couples fulfil their dream of a wedding in the sun.
Director: Angela Davison

Spy Nights Oxford TV Channel 4
60  min Factual Entertainment
Former CIA, Mi5, Mi6 & KGB officers explore the realities of the world of espionage that lie behind the
representations in some of our most well known spy films.
Director: Chris Durlacher

Fishing Impossible Alaska Productions BBC Earth, ITV
60 min Factual Entertainment
An epic adventure travelogue in which three fishing fanatics travel the globe in an attempt to catch the most
extraordinary marine creatures, in as many extreme and inventive ways as possible.
Series Producer: Nicolas Head.
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The Big Fish BBC2, NHU BBC2
6 x 60 Factual Entertainment
Over six weeks, we will take eight amateur fishermen from the UK to some of the world's most visually stunning
fishing locations to face different fishing tasks in each place.  Starting with eight fishermen, each week one
fisherman/woman will leave the competition whilst the rest of them move onto the next country.  The final will have
just three fishermen to compete for the title.
Director: Laura Abrahams

Love Your Garden, Series 2 Spun Gold ITV1
30 min Factual Entertainment
Alan Titchmarsh travels the country with a team of esteemed experts to find some of Britain’s most beautiful
domestic gardens and show viewers how to recreate the look themselves - with minimum fuss.
Director: Matt Young

Food Inspectors Betty TV BBC1
60 min Factual
The Food Inspectors follows environmental health workers as they inspect restaurants, fast food outlets and shops
to ensure the safety of customers. Matt Allwright investigates food crime from illegal slaughter of livestock to the
health issue raised when staff sleep in restaurant kitchens.
Director: Sean Crotty

EastEnders Revealed BBC BBC3
60 min Factual Entertainment
‘The Mitchells vs The Beales’. Program that looks back at the story lines, characters and starts of the BBCs long
running soap EastEnders.

Feature Film and Filmed Theatre

Touching the Void Bristol Old Vic
Filmed Theatre
Be transported from the comfort of your living room to the freezing peaks of the Peruvian Andes, as Joe Simpson
and Simon Yates’ perilous descent of Siula Grande becomes a breathtaking struggle for survival. Bringing the thrill
of live theatre to your home, experience the death-defying heights and life-changing decisions from a more intimate
angle than ever with our unique multi-camera set-up and an engrossing 3D soundscape.
Director: Tom Morris
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Red Mist Cymru Films, Sterling Pictures
Feature Film
RED MIST is a story of love and hate and murder, set against the backdrop of industrial South Wales. A taut
psychological thriller about three compelling, flawed, iconic characters. This is a classic film noir full of emotional
danger and sensual attraction in the tradition of Body Heat, The Postman Always Rings Twice and Jagged Edge.

Sideshow Perfect Sphere Productions, Sterling Pictures
Feature Film
When two inept criminals break into the home of a washed-up psychic in search of hidden loot, they get a lot more
than they bargained for.
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